Introduction

19
Biological organisms are complex, integrated systems. From an evolutionary point of view, a 20 central consequence of this integration is that natural selection acting on one feature of an 21 organism has the potential to have cascading effects across the whole organism (Lande 1979 ; 22
Cheverud 1984; Phillips and McGuigan 2006). Evolutionary quantitative genetics has created a 23
powerful statistical framework for analyzing complex phenotypes, even in the absence of 24 knowledge of seemingly important factors such as the exact number or identity of genes or the 25 distribution of their phenotypic effects (Barton and Turelli 1989) . The advent of whole genome 26 analyses would seem to herald the advent of a new era in which we have the power to understand 27 the genetic basis of complex, multifactorial traits. However, even now, the field has achieved 28 remarkably little success identifying the genetic basis of most adaptive phenotypes within natural 29 populations, aside from traits where a majority of the variation is due to a handful of well-30 characterized mutations, such as coat color and oxygen affinity in deer mice (Steiner et al. 2007 ; 31
Linnen et al. 2013; Natarajan et al. 2013 ). There may be a small handful of cases in which 32 natural variation is generated by simple genetics, but it is clear that for many, if not most, traits 33 this will not be the case (Phillips 2005; Rockman 2012 ). For example, human height is a well-34 studied, highly heritable, quantitative trait and yet despite sample sizes that now stretch into the 35 millions, mapped loci still only account for a small fraction of the total genetic variance (Lango 36
Allen et al. 2010; Nolte et al. 2017) . Similarly, studies of complex diseases such as 37 schizophrenia are able to map hundreds of genes associated with disease prevalence but still 38 account for less than 10% of the variation in disease risk (Schizophrenia Working Group of the 39 Psychiatric Genomics Consortium, 2014) . 40
However, genes rarely affect only a single, isolated trait within an organism. The idea 41 that genetic coupling across functional systems should be the rule rather than exception led 42 quantitative genetics to the setting of human association mapping. At its limit, extensive 48 pleiotropy can serve to "lock" the response to selection, creating a genetic constraint that limits 49 the rate of evolutionary change (Lande 1979; Charlesworth 1990 ; Arnold 1992). On the other 50 hand, variation in the functional specificity across the network of genes affecting complex traits, 51 such as differences in tissue-specific regulation (Carroll 2008) , holds the possibility that the 52 genetic changes that actually lead to evolutionary divergence could be biased towards subsets of 53 genes with either more or less pleiotropy, depending on the specific pattern of selection (Phillips 54 and McGuigan 2006). Pleiotropy may therefore play a two-fold role in the response to selection. 55
First, following traditional quantitative genetic approaches, patterns of pleiotropy underlying 56 standing variation may lead to correlated responses to selection across broad suites of characters. 57
Alternatively, following a developmental-genetic perspective, long-term evolutionary change 58 may be strongly dependent on variation in pleiotropy, and may subsequently lead to a biased 59 subset of genes exhibiting reduced pleiotropic effects, leading to the evolutionary change in of 60 the pattern of pleiotropy itself (Phillips and "molecular gene pleiotropy": how many functions does a given locus affect when that gene is 67 knocked out. There is substantially less information on the extent of pleiotropy within 68 populations generated by naturally segregating variation within populations, or "mutational 69 pleiotropy" (Wagner and Zhang 2011; Paaby and Rockman 2013) . Here the focus is on the entire 70 spectrum of pleiotropy generated by segregating alleles as opposed to genetic knockouts. Thus it 71 is the allele -and not the gene -that is the appropriate unit of variation for evolutionary change 72 use forward genetic screens may find a large fraction of potential targets of those genes, but that 74 does not necessarily inform us as to how a trait of interest will respond to selection. 75
How can we understand the balance between molecular and mutational pleiotropy, 76 especially in the context of naturally segregating variation influencing complex correlated traits? 77 Experimental evolution coupled with whole genome sequencing, or evolve and re-sequence, has 78 emerged as a powerful method for studying the genetic architecture of complex traits (Kofler and 79 Schlötterer 2013). Selection on complex traits can leave weak or ambiguous signals of selection 80 on the genome (Kemper et al. 2014) , but evolve and re-sequence facilitates direct comparison 81 between ancestral and evolved populations and quantification of evolutionary change across the 82 genome. In particular, replicated experiments within a well-defined hypothesis testing 83 framework allow sampling variance to be accounted for in a way that historical contingency 84 renders impossible within natural populations. While we have learned a great deal from 85 experimental evolution in microbial populations initiated from a single fixed genetic background, 86 questions related to the influence of complex segregating variation on the response to selection 87 can only be addressed by capturing a broad array of natural genetic variation in the initial 88 ancestor population (Schlotterer et al. 2015) . 89
The nematode Caenorhabditis remanei is ideal for addressing questions relating to 90 complex traits via experimental evolution (Sikkink, Reynolds, et Abiotic stress response in nematodes provides an interesting model system of interacting 97 traits. In particular, many of the important stress response pathways are well conserved 98 throughout animals and have important pleiotropic effects on aging and longevity (Kenyon 99 2010), with a handful of stress response pathways being know to affect the response to many 100 different abiotic stressors (Rodriguez et al. 2013; Murphy and Hu 2013) . For example, as 101 elucidated within numerous studies in the well-studied insulin/insulin-like growth factor 102 signaling pathway in C. elegans, mutations often affect resistance to a wide variety of stressors 103 including heat stress, oxidative stress, ultraviolet radiation and pathogen stress (Murphy and Hu 104 2013). However, the role that natural genetic variation plays in individual variation in these traits 105 is less clear (Reynolds and Phillips 2013; Jovelin et al. 2014) . 106
Here, we use experimental evolution and whole genome sequencing to dissect the genetic 107 architecture of acute heat stress and acute oxidative stress response in C. remanei. In previous 108 work, we saw a strong phenotypic response to selection for both acute heat stress and acute 109 oxidative stress but little to no correlated phenotypic response between selection for acute heat 110 stress and acute oxidative stress resistance (Figure 1 ; Sikkink et al. 2015) . In this study, we seek 111 to align these global phenotypic patterns with a detailed analysis of gene expression and the 112 genomic response to selection at single nucleotide resolution in order to test the complexity and 113 coherence of genotypic and phenotypic responses to selection. 114
MATERIALS AND METHODS
115
EXPERIMENTAL EVOLUTION
116
As described in ), the base "ancestral" population used to initiate 117 the experimental evolution replicates was created using 26 isofemale strains, to create a 118 population representative of the naturally segregating genetic variation of a single population of 119 C. remanei collected in Ontario, Canada. This population (PX443) was used to establish each of 120 the replicate selection and control lines and was frozen soon after creation to prevent adaptation 121 to the lab environment. Using the methods described below, we determined that this population 122 had high initial levels of genetic diversity (genome wide average p = 0.0178, Figure S1 ). All 123 Direct and correlated response to selection for each replicate of experimentally evolved lines. A direct response to selection is measured by the response to selection where the phenotyping environment matches the acute selection environment and a correlated response to selection is measured by the response to selection where the phenotyping environment does not match the acute selection environment. There is a strong direct response to selection seen in both acute heat and oxidative selected populations but no correlated response to selection. Modified from Supplementary Figure S1 in (Sikkink et al. 2015) .
natural isolates and experimental lines were raised on Nematode Growth Medium-lite (NGM-124 lite, U.S. Biological) seeded with Escherichia coli strain OP50 (Brenner 1974) . 125
Evolved populations of C. remanei belong to one of two replicate experimental blocks, 126 each derived from an independently thawed subset of the ancestral population. Within each 127 replicate block populations were evolved in parallel to one of three acute environments: control 128 (2 lines/block), acute heat stress (1 line/block) and acute oxidative stress (1 line/block) as 129 previously described Sikkink et al. 2015) . Here, an acute stress 130 is one that the worms experienced for four hours as L1 juveniles before returning to the 131 laboratory control environment. The acute heat stress assay induced ~70% mortality in the 132 ancestor population and the acute oxidative stress assay induced ~80% mortality in the ancestor 133 population (Sikkink et al. 2015) . Populations were subjected to acute stress conditions every two 134 generations or whenever the population produced ≥ 24,000 eggs, whichever happened later. 135
Control populations were randomly culled to 1000 worms during selective generations. For all 136 acute stress events, each population (control evolved, acute heat stress evolved and acute 137 oxidative stress evolved) was age synchronized via a bleach treatment (Stiernagle 2006 ). All 138 experimentally evolved populations were subject to a total of ten acute stress events. As 139 described in ) each population was frozen after about every 140 second generation of acute stress selection to ensure that the worms did not lose the ability to 141 survive a freeze and to provide a record of evolutionary changes. All told, there were a total of 142 eight experimentally evolved populations created from the ancestor population: four control 143 replicates, two acute heat stress replicates and two oxidative stress replicates. 144
PREPARATION OF WHOLE GENOME SEQUENCING LIBRARIES
145
We determined the genetic response to selection using a population-based pooled sequencing 146 (pool-seq) approach (Schlotterer et al. 2014 
157
Raw sequence reads were quality filtered using the 'process_shortreads' component of Stacks 158 (Catchen et al. 2013 ). Low quality reads (mapping and base quality less than 20) were trimmed 159 or discarded; all reads that passed quality filtering were aligned to the C. remanei reference 160 genome assembled from the PX356 C. remanei inbred strain (Fierst et al. 2015) using the 161 alignment program GMAP -GSNAP (Wu and Nacu 2010). Single nucleotide polymorphism 162 (SNP) tolerant alignment parameters were used to ensure that divergent SNPs would align to the 163 reference genome. We used available gene annotation data for PX356 (Fierst et al. 2015) in 164 downstream data analysis. However, we also wanted to make use of the more extensive 165 functional annotation data available for C. elegans. To that end, we used the software 166
OrthoFinder ( population pair produced roughly 20,000 5 kp windows. We used the Bonferonni corrected p-209 value for 20,000 tests (2.5x10 -6 ) as the cut-off for significance in each random sample window 210 file. Any empirical sliding window that had a mean Fisher's exact test value greater than or equal 211 to the 99.99975% of the random sample window distribution was considered to be significantly 212 differentiated from the ancestral population. A given window was defined as being significantly 213 differentiated within a given selection regime (acute heat or oxidative stress selected) if it did not 214 overlap with differentiated windows in the control populations and if the window was classified 215 as significantly differentiated within both replicates. BEDTools 'intersect' (move Quinlan and 216
Hall citation here) (Quinlan and Hall 2010) was used to identify overlapping genomic windows 217
and genes under significantly differentiated genomic windows. 218
HAPLOTYPE PHASING USING SINGLE WORM RAD SEQUENCING
219
We tested for the potential buildup of linkage disequilibrium within selection lines by crossing 220 worms from the experimental evolution population with the reference genome strain (PX356) Raw fastq files were reoriented using flip2BeRAD 234 (https://github.com/tylerhether/Flip2BeRAD), which reorients read pairs such that all RAD tags 235 and inline barcodes are present as read 1. Retained reads were filtered and demulitplexed with 236 'process_radtags' from Stacks using standard stringencies. Reads were aligned to the C. remanei 237 PX356 reference sequence (Fierst et al. 2015) using GSNAP ultrafast settings. We only used read-238 pairs that mapped to the reference in the expected orientation (pairs facing inward toward each 239 other) in downstream analyses. Individuals were genotyped using the 'HaplotypeCaller' and 240 'GenotypeGVCF' programs from GATK (https://software.broadinstitute.org/gatk/) ( 
248
RNA sequencing libraries were prepared as described in . 249
Briefly, pooled samples of ~100,000 age-synchronized L1 larval worms were collected from the 250 ancestor population, one of the control populations from the replicate two block (Control line -251
2), and the acute heat stress and acute oxidative stress evolved populations from the replicate two 252 block. Total RNA was isolated from each sample using standard TRIzol (Ambion) methods. All 253 tissue samples were collected from L1 larval worms. All worms were raised in the standard lab 254 environment of 20°C; the two stress evolved populations were not exposed to the stressor (either 255 heat stress or oxidative stress) prior to tissue collection. We collected 6-8 replicate samples from 
GEO Series accession number GSE108235. 262
Raw sequence reads were quality filtered as described in . 263
Briefly, raw sequencing reads were quality filtered using the 'process_shortreads' component of 264
Stacks (Catchen et al. 2013 ) and all reads that passed quality filtering were aligned to a C. 265 remanei reference genome assembled from the PX356 C. remanei inbred strain (Fierst et al. 266 2015) using GMAP -GSNAP (Wu and Nacu 2010). We used the 'htseq-count' tool from the 267 Python HTSeq package (Anders et al. 2014) to count all reads that aligned to protein-coding 268 genes, using the criteria described in .
and acute oxidative stress-ancestor comparisons using Model II linear regression. This analysis 277 was implemented in the lmodel2 package in R (R Core Team 2017). 278
DATA AVAILABILITY
279
File S1 contains the python script used to create the random sampling windows. Files S2 and S3 280 contain the full list of genes identified as differentially expressed and/or divergent, including C. 281 elegans ortholog names. Table S1 contains sequencing coverage for all experimental 282 populations. Files S1-S3, Table S1 
RESULTS
292
ADAPTATION TO ACUTE STRESS INVOLVES HUNDREDS OF LOCI 293
As demonstrated previously, selection for resistance to acute heat stress and acute oxidative 294 stress leads to the evolution of significantly increased survival within the acute heat stress and 295 acute oxidative stress environments (Sikkink et al. 2015) . Using whole-genome resequencing of 296 the selected lines, we find that this phenotypic response is strongly echoed across the entire 297 genome: 13-27% of genomic windows within each population were more differentiated then 298 expected by chance (Figure 2 ). There was a large amount of genetic differentiation between not 299 only the ancestor and stress evolved populations, but also between the ancestor and control 300 evolved populations (Figure 2 ). Because there was essentially no detectable response to either an 301 acute heat stress or an acute oxidative stress in any of the control evolved populations at the 302 phenotypic level (Figure 1) , genetic differentiation within the control populations is most likely 303 due to the effects of genetic drift and adaptation to the lab environment, since this population had 304 very recently been brought into the lab from nature . For this 305 reason, we focused on differentiated genomic regions in the acute stress populations that were 306 not differentiated in any of the control populations (that is, unique) and were shared among the 307 evolutionary replicates (Figure 2 ). Those regions are referred to "differentiated windows" in 308 what follows. After this filtering, we were able to identify hundreds of reproducibly 309 
GENOMIC DIFFERENTIATION IN HEAT STRESS AND OXIDATIVE STRESS 315
EVOLVED POPULATIONS IS LARGELY INDEPENDENT 316
Stress resistance, including resistance to heat and oxidative stress, is expected have a common 317 genetic basis in nematodes based on previous studies of C. elegans (Kenyon 2005; Rodriguez et 318 al. 2013). In contrast to these expectations, we observed little correlated phenotypic response to 319 either acute heat stress resistance or acute oxidative stress, even while there was a strong 320 evolutionary response within a given selective environment (Figure 1; Sikkink et al. 2015) . This 321 lack of correlation at the phenotypic level is strongly reflected in the pattern of evolutionary 322 response at the genetic level. We identified 491 differentiated windows in lines evolved under 323 acute oxidative stress conditions and 495 in lines evolved under acute heat stress. Of these, only 324 96 are shared between the two selective regimes ( Figure 2B ). This indicates a general lack of 325 pleiotropy in the genes underlying the response to selection for heat and oxidative stress. 326
LINKAGE DISEQUILIBRIUM AS A POSSIBLE SOURCE OF COMPLEXITY IN 327
GENETIC RESPONSE 328
The large number of genomic regions that we saw responding to selection could be due to a large 329 number of genes underlying the traits of interest or, alternatively, due to the impact of linked 330 selection on a smaller number of causative loci during adaptation (Franssen et al. 2015) . We 331 used single-individual SNP data in the ancestral population to estimate the degree of linkage 332 disequilibrium within these populations. We found that linkage disequilibrium in the ancestor 333 decays to background levels within 200 bp ( Figures S4 and S5) , very similar to the pattern 334 observed within natural populations (Cutter et al. 2006) , and found no evidence of local or long-335 distance linkage disequilibrium beyond that ( Figures S6 and S7) . 336
Even in the absence of haplotype structure in the ancestral population, selection itself 337 may generate linked responses to selection within specific chromosomal regions, especially those 338 with reduced recombination rates (Burri et al. 2015) . 339
We cannot directly address this with pool-seq data, which is one limitation of our resequencing 340 approach (Franssen et al. 2015) . However, any form of linked selection would be expected to 341 bias the results in favor of finding apparent pleiotropy, since linkage is another important source 342 of genetic correlation among traits (Lande 1984) . The larger the haplotype block, the higher the 343 probability that two genes with independent effects on a suite of traits display a correlated 344 response to selection. It is therefore likely that we 345 have actually overestimated the degree of shared pleiotropy 346 within the 5kb genomic windows of our analysis. 347
EFFECTIVE POPULATION SIZE 348
Effective population size is an important parameter in experimental evolution, as effective 349 population size is directly related to the relative opportunity and strength of random genetic drift 350
Population Expected Ne
Control evolved ~2,500 -~2,800
Heat stress evolved ~5,000 -~6100
Oxidative stress evolved ~3,500 -~4600 Table 1 Estimated effective population (Ne) size for each experimentally evolved population. Ne estimated for all eight evolved populations using allele frequency and coverage data estimated using Popoolation2 . Ne for all SNPs and just SNPs on the assembled X chromosome shown. Table 2 Expected effective population sizes for the three experimental evolution conditions given the cyclical census population sizes described in Sikkink et al. (2015) . Ranges come from different intermediate generation census population sizes. Ne values calculated using equation 3.5 in Kimura (1983) .
versus selection in a population (Kimura 1983 ). Estimates of effective population size (Ne) for 351 each of the evolved populations ranged from 379-1602 (Table 1) . This is much smaller than the 352 expected Ne given our census population sizes (Table 2) , which fluctuated between 1,000-24,000 353 worms (Sikkink et al. 2015) . We also obtained Ne estimates using SNPs found only on the X 354 chromosome. C. remanei has an XX/XO sex determination system (Hodgkin 1987 Correlation between log2 fold change of heat stress evolved vs. ancestor and oxidative stress evolved vs. ancestor tests for differential gene expression. The Venn diagram in the lower right shows the overlap in identity of significantly differentially expressed genes in the heat stress evolved, oxidative stress evolved and control evolved populations.
autosomes. However, our estimates show X chromosome Ne values that range from 60% to 357 146% of the all SNP Ne estimates (Table 1) . 358
PLEIOTROPIC STRUCTURE OF GENE EXPRESSION 359
The lack of correlated response to selection in the stress resistance phenotypes is echoed at the 360 level of the molecular phenotype of gene expression as well. In this case, however, many 361 thousand responses can be interrogated simultaneously. Here, changes in expression are based on 362 the comparison of baseline expression in the evolved populations versus those in the ancestor 363 population. The numbers of differentially expressed genes greatly differ across selective 364 environments (906 in the oxidative stress evolved population versus 91 in the heat stress evolved 365 populations), and 21 genes are in common between the two groups ( Figure 3) . One of the 366 common significantly differentially expressed genes is a putative member of the HSP70 family 367 that promotes protein binding in response to stress and constitutively, but the other shared 368 differentially expressed genes were not part of any canonical stress response pathways (File S2) . 369
In addition, we observed an interesting pattern in the directionality of the evolution of 370 gene expression. Genes differentially expressed in the heat stress evolved population were more 371 likely to be up-regulated than down-regulated compared to both the oxidative stress evolved 372 population (Fisher's exact test, p = 1.7x10 -8 ) and the control population (Fisher's exact test, p = 373
1.9x10 -4 ). However, the proportions of up-regulated versus down-regulated differentially 374
expressed genes in the oxidative stress evolved population were not significantly different from 375 the control population (Fisher's exact test, p = 0.29). There was also a weak correlation between 376 changes in gene expression between oxidative-stress evolved and heat-stress evolved populations 377 (r 2 = 0.049, p = 0.01), but this correlation appears to be largely driven by a relationship between 378 the genes that have not changed in expression very much (i.e., it is a weak aggregate response 379 over many genes). 380
CANDIDATE GENES UNDER SELECTION FOR ACUTE HEAT STRESS AND 381
ACUTE OXIDATIVE STRESS 382
Genes implicated as potentially being involved in the phenotypic response to selection, either via 383 differences in gene expression or divergence due to allele frequency changes tended to create 384 non-overlapping sets among the stress-response environments. Specifically, only three genes 385 were found to be in common for the differential expression and genomic divergence gene sets 386 within the heat stress evolved populations and 16 in common for the oxidative stress evolved 387 populations. None of the shared genes had annotations associated with, or were orthologs of, 388 genes known to be relevant to stress resistance (Files S2 and S3). 389
Differentiated genes due to allele frequency changes: There were 591 genes contained within 390 significantly differentiated genomic windows in the heat stress evolved populations and 590 391 genes contained within significantly differentiated genomic regions in the oxidative stress 392 evolved populations. Of those differentiated genes, 126 are shared in common between the heat 393 stress and oxidative stress evolved populations. There are hundreds of other genes in these 394 with the phenotypic differences among individuals likely caused by a large number of genes 426 operating within a complex environmental context (Hill 2009 ). Yet over the last two decades a 427 small controversy has emerged about whether we expect the genetic basis of adaptation to be 428 dominated by a few genes of major effect or whether it will be highly polygenic (Orr and work has demonstrated that the nematode C. remanei is a powerful system for experimental 440 evolution of stress resistance phenotypes Sikkink et al. 2015) . 441
Here, we use an evolve and re-sequence approach to probe the genetic basis of these phenotypic 442
changes. 443
Our data demonstrate that both heat stress response and oxidative stress response are 444 complex, polygenic traits, where hundreds of regions in the genome respond to selection ( Figure  445 2) and hundreds of genes show significant changes in gene expression (Figure 3) . This fits the 446 pattern shown by many other experimental evolution and artificial selection studies (Turner et The infinitesimal model, which allows researchers to predict the effects of selection on a 451 trait without knowing the identity of the genes that underlie variation in that trait (Fisher 1918 ; 452 Finally, at the level of genomic response to selection, we also find little evidence for pleiotropy 468 between the heat stress evolved and oxidative stress evolved populations at the level of 469 individual genes (Figure 2) . 470
This of course does not mean that pleiotropy is not a characteristic of any of the genes 471 involved in stress response network, simply that it is not for those that respond to selection here. 472
This discrepancy could be due to a number of different factors. First, a correlated response to 473 selection is generated by the alleles that actually respond to selection, not all possible alleles for 474 a gene (Lande 1979) . It is possible that many of the stress response genes that have been 475 identified via mutagenesis have broadly pleiotropic effects such that they cannot respond to 476 direct selection for increased stress resistance per se because of potential negative pleiotropic 477 effects on other traits (e.g., developmental rate, reproduction). That is, the genes that respond to 478 selection are not major genes with many pleiotropic effects, since they would likely have some 479 other negative pleiotropic effects. Second, molecular geneticists and quantitative geneticists 480 focus on related but subtlety different definitions of the term pleiotropy. Most fundamentally, 481 pleiotropy is a property of alleles, not genes (Phillips and McGuigan 2006) , and so it is possible 482 for there to be variation in pleiotropy at a single locus such that some segregating alleles will 483 lead to a correlated response to selection while other will not. For stress resistance, we do not 484 find a clear signal for canonical stress response pathway members in the first place, and so 485 variance in pleiotropy at genes defined via measures of molecular pleiotropy still does not appear 486 to be the primary driver here, regardless of any potential variation in allelic effects. 487
THE GENETIC AND GENOMIC BASIS OF THE RESPONSE TO SELECTION 488
While there are a handful of genetically differentiated and differentially expressed genes 489 with functions that are directly related to abiotic stress response, it is clear that the response to 490 acute heat stress and acute oxidative stress cannot be explained by these genes alone. We do not 491 find evidence that many of the canonical stress response genes, including hsf-1 or daf-16 492 -1, lrk-1 and sod-1, -2 or -3  493 for oxidative stress (Rodriguez et al. 2013) responded to selection for acute heat stress or acute 494 oxidative stress survival, although skn-1 is constitutively up-regulated in the oxidative stress 495 evolved population. This is further evidence that gene knockouts can paint an incomplete picture 496 of the genetic architecture of a phenotype of interest and the fact that the genes that respond to 497 selective pressures in a population are unlikely to be highly pleiotropic genes of large effect. 498
We found hundreds of genomic regions that appeared to respond to selection for either 499 acute heat stress or acute oxidative stress resistance. If we assume that regions are independent of 500 each other (i.e. in linkage equilibrium) then our results support the quantitative genetics 501 worldview that variation in most phenotypes is due to many alleles, presumably of small effect 502 (Falconer and Mackay 1996) . However, some clustering of the genomic response can be clearly 503 seen in Figure 2 . For example, 22% of the differentiated windows in the two heat stress evolved 504 populations are found on the X chromosome. When we look at strongly selected genes we do see 505 evidence of local selective sweeps, where multiple SNPs have similarly highly significant 506
Fisher's exact test p-values and changes in allele frequency ( Figure 4B, Figure S8 ). This raises 507 the possibility that linkage disequilibrium is responsible for some of the response to selection in 508 the evolved populations. Although we found that linkage disequilibrium decays to background 509 levels within 200 bp within the ancestor population ( Figures S4 and S5) , it is possible that 510 linkage disequilibrium developed over the course of the experimental evolution project, due to 511 small effective population sizes (Table 1) . However, the same clustering of genomic response is 512 not seen in either of the oxidative stress evolved populations (Figure 2 ), where at most 10% of 513 differentiated windows were found on one contig (that contig not shown in Figure 2) . 514
We find that most our estimated effective population sizes are about an order of 515 magnitude smaller than the post-selection census population size (Tables 1 and 2 combine 516 parentheses) (Sikkink et al. 2015) . Fluctuating population sizes will reduce Ne (Kimura 1983) , 517 and in our case very strong selection has the potential to strongly reduce the level of variation at 518 
Conclusion
533
Organisms are complex, integrated systems and the manner in which natural variation percolates 534 though that system is likely to be highly structured by functional interactions. Although 535 pleiotropy may be ubiquitous throughout the genome, individuals with mutations in highly 536 pleiotropic genes are likely to suffer from reduced fitness since those mutations will most likely 537 affect more traits than those under selection. As such, seeking to understand the genetic 538 architecture of traits solely via an analysis of gene knockouts is likely to leave an incomplete 539 picture of the overall structure of the pleiotropic network, especially with respect to segregating 540 variation within natural populations. Using standing genetic variation, experimental evolution 541 and whole genome sequencing therefore provides a powerful toolkit for understanding the 542 genetic architecture of complex traits, no matter how complex they ultimately prove to be. 543
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